(Fourtenth) Survey about quality of 3DXChat (Copy)
Response Details

08

Answers

Skips

45

287

14%

86%

Comments

253,406,689

Regular updates please , for example at least once a month .

Friday, Jul 30th 4:39PM

253,401,375

why do you send out the same surveys? can you ask different questions? it seems to me the devs know the
answers of this from prevous surveys

Friday, Jul 30th 3:25PM

253,395,132

Very upset with Diegis as a host. I put him on ignore. In local chat it was posted >> DJSheiyla Welcome to all on
YGFOM, there is a new MF gold FF couple position on the house floor, for you to find and discover :) <<
DJSheiyla is staff for Diegis. When I and Ulsana found this position. When I asked about the gold DJSheiyla
was rude to me in replying The gold was between my legs. I will try to remember Screenshots next time. This
was seen by others at the time. I don't think they were as upset as I was.

Friday, Jul 30th 12:15PM

253,359,543

3dx developers are the most laziest in the world.

253,333,912

na

253,307,944

server downtime, poorly communicated as I often dont read the messages on the log in screen

253,261,152

We need more diverse body types/styles. An option to make the breasts and body look more natural/realistic or
even more exaggerated if someone wants an enhanced surgery look. Adding skin blemishes as a tattoo layer
like acne, scars, pores, stretch marks, etc. Fantasy options like tails, different ears, etc. Body piercing options.
Just more ways to make ourselves stand out. And also more faces, especially for people of color. Thank you!

Sunday, Jul 25th
10:49PM

253,260,322

I can't have any communication ,been banned from forum,if I write message on discord, I don't get reply, wish
would be 0 points or even -

Sunday, Jul 25th 9:42PM

253,259,974

It would also be nice to be able to wear wedding rings. I know that there is a plan to eventually release nipple
rings, ear rings and so on but we really need to be able to wear a wedding band for those of us that are
married. I am sure I am not alone in this thinking. Also is it possible to re institute the TV function from many
years ago. It would be nice to able to watch tv and movies...videos in general with others. I operate a cinema in
my room and would like to be able to show movies on my theater screen.

Sunday, Jul 25th 8:54PM

253,258,017

If you want to have higher communication ratings, give updates bi-weekly on discord/twitter on what is being
worked on and new features.

Sunday, Jul 25th 5:48PM

253,256,682

more info on updates and when they are ready

Sunday, Jul 25th 4:23PM

253,249,411

More features to the game and communication, devs is always busy and take such a long time to make new
features when on the another side of the world there is a competition going on with MORE content and official
version, the big version shouldn't be left behind. Consistent updates, less bug fixes, more avatar customization.
More fetish sex poses, breastfeeding maybe ? There is TONS of fetishes.

Saturday, Jul 24th
9:33PM

253,247,792

The update interval is too long....................

Saturday, Jul 24th
7:41PM

253,247,469

Came back after a fairly long hiatus (about 2 years), while the majority of additions in that time have been
great, I feel like the game itself is still lacking in content and could use more things to keep it fresh for
newcomers. I like it for the social aspect, of course, but eventually there's just doesn't seem much reason to
come back. Obviously more positions would be a huge plus for me, but some sort of pose creation would be
better as users could potentially create and share their own, and that in turn would allow you devs to work on
more pressing issues (assuming the poser itself doesn't add more issues than it fixes). Some more info on
what's coming down the line would be great too, since the game is on a subscription format. Overall, my final
scores come down to fairly specific things, but I'd say it's a much more improved product than it used to be.

Saturday, Jul 24th
6:59PM

253,242,802

My suggestions above are all I ask to see, really want the game to explore more diverse boundaries to enjoy
people's fetishes and roleplay. This game has potential and can really go next level if they adopt elements from
like IMVU with in regards to customization and all, but personally if you're going to add an indian red dot in the
game, why don't you add a hijab for people like us? Thank you!!!

Saturday, Jul 24th
11:48AM

253,241,304

Clothing editor, it is much too limited nowadays. Make transparency on the existing Alts on the same character
= bring more seriousness and less drama on the experience of the game, thus, there will be less people who
will leave the game in disappointment.

Saturday, Jul 24th 9:15AM

253,237,404

Overall I haven't had too many issues but I'd like for there to be more options to customize my character

Saturday, Jul 24th 2:47AM

253,236,556

Disconnects and server crashes are rampant. It's gotten really bad in the last couple months.

Saturday, Jul 24th 1:34AM

253,233,077

WOrk on the bugs yes but considering the ammount of players and the complexity and the UP time as opposed
to the Down time this game is awesome 90% of the time. Just add some Breast play poses

Friday, Jul 23rd 9:17PM

253,219,319

Gizmo is adorable in person

Friday, Jul 23rd 10:03AM

253,213,898

Would like a time stamp for DM’s and possibly for them to stay for a period time.

Friday, Jul 23rd 5:17AM

Thursday, Jul 29th
9:40AM
Wednesday, Jul 28th
9:41PM
Tuesday, Jul 27th
11:52PM

253,206,949

Devs keep focusing on the same hard-BDSM content. While popular with their customer base, these surveys
and their own Discord polls show that there is a STRONG desire for other features that have been requested
for years. This focus creates and reinforces the feeling that customers are not paying for a service, but are
instead financing the fetishes of the Devs.

Friday, Jul 23rd 1:22AM

253,198,552

You can write /mark in forum gizmo and lisa and you get after weeks no answer or completly not.

Thursday, Jul 22nd
10:06PM

253,196,725

I'd love to have an "autoaccept pose" command

Thursday, Jul 22nd
9:32PM

253,195,222

Everything seems stable to me. In the two months that I've used it, I haven't encountered a single bug. There's
still something to be desired as far as wardrobe goes, however. And MMMF poses would be amazing. Thanks
for all the hard work! I doesn't go unnoticed =)

Thursday, Jul 22nd
9:03PM

253,191,265

I think there are somehow missing events. more options for rpg, chat customization options.

Thursday, Jul 22nd
7:53PM

253,190,094

Same as above

Thursday, Jul 22nd
5:36PM

253,188,770

Overall, I enjoy the product and my time spent using it. The bugs can be annoying, but they do not happen a
lot to me. I noticed that the overall population of 3dx has been dwindling lately. Even I haven't been coming on
as much because I have friends "taking a break" from 3dx. Brainstorming new ways to keep people engaged
with your platform would be advised. These surveys are a good start.

253,186,586

Survey covers almost all points, but added some points in the comments section where it was asked with the
question "What feature are you missing most?", still putting those points in here too 1. Speed slider for boob
job pose. 2. Workable TV. 3. Squeezable breasts. 4. Option to keep clothes on during sex.

253,186,534

USE A VPN IS NOT THE ANSWER TO ALL THE PROBLEMS WE HAVE HERE SO STOP PUSHING IT!!!

253,185,696

Please add more more accessories (earrings for example) and better clothings more decent lingeries too for
the ladies ! and more shoese too

253,183,933

Alot of rude people and careless people whos insultings , tricks and trolls others bcoz there are no ignore
system now at fact in 3dx,,, the ignore system now work on one avatar, that means it is useless , when use
ignore system it means to ignore the unwanted person NOT just one avatar then give the bad people 2 more
chance to being bad ever more unlimited chance every time they make new avatar,,, i know 3dx devs know all
that and they stopped old ignore system to stop pandora but should be some solution to get old ignore stem
back and at same time not pandora,,,

253,179,681

everything looks and feels great but there is definitely a lack of clothings! im a big fashion gal that would love
more clothing options ^~^

Thursday, Jul 22nd

253,179,225

im in game since 2017. the communication now with discord is lot better. the game is lot good but i think, all
peoples in, we want always more.

Thursday, Jul 22nd
5:06PM

253,179,215

needs more bdsm

253,179,036

The game needs to evolve.

253,178,027

New to the game but very excited to take part!

253,177,959

I tried this game 10 years ago and came back this year again. Was shocked to see how little had changed and
how few updates came out over the years.

Thursday, Jul 22nd
4:52PM

253,176,452

Вы молодцы!

Thursday, Jul 22nd
4:33PM

253,174,824

I've been paying 3Dx chat for years, it has a lot of potential but dev arent giving the attention it needs just when
they can or if it has a big problem, with the age of this chat / game it should have twice of three times the
content it has.

Thursday, Jul 22nd
4:18PM

253,173,764

there are mostly 3 things that i miss a lot it's nipple piercing that was teased a long time ago on the discord, the
fix for the ambiant occlusion that flash all the time i had to disable it or it was just impossible and the old breats
simulation now it's like twice too strong and looks like water baloon

253,173,688

Developers seem to be listening to the surveys more and more

253,171,555

not sure the question about what devs should focus on is really valid. Modern development paradigm is to
deliver as much value as possible in minimal viable product sized bites. Stability is not really addressed by the
same kind of devs, and often requires platform people or even re-architecture and can take much more time to
get any value to users through the pipeline That is why I think there should be a category "whatever makes
sense to the developers"

253,158,014

Communication certainly has gotten better over the past few months/ years. Ingame moderators or just
community moderators might help improve that even further.

Thursday, Jul 22nd

253,155,659

The game is going to be ruined with the addition of tails. It’s childish and absurd. This supposed to an adult
game not a dress up game for immature twits.

Thursday, Jul 22nd

Thursday, Jul 22nd
7:13PM

Thursday, Jul 22nd
6:46PM

Thursday, Jul 22nd
6:48PM
Thursday, Jul 22nd
6:28PM

Thursday, Jul 22nd
6:05PM

5:16PM

Thursday, Jul 22nd
5:11PM
Thursday, Jul 22nd
5:06PM
Thursday, Jul 22nd
4:55PM

Thursday, Jul 22nd
4:06PM

Thursday, Jul 22nd
4:05PM

Thursday, Jul 22nd
3:41PM

12:51PM

12:14PM

